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Johann Sebastian Bach and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart are considered to be the greatest ingenious composers of
classical music. carriagehouseautoresto.com () was a German composer and organist of the Baroque era. Born in
Eisenach, Bach grew up in a family of musicians ranging from church.

Being counted among the list of the most influential composers in the history of music, Wolfgang Mozart and
Ludwig Beethoven are artists who have much in common. On this basis, Mozart and Beethoven harbor certain
differences that emanate from their different personalities and perspectives in music. As such, the symphonies
of Mozart as well as Beethoven demonstrates the development for music in these eras as the themes portrayed
in these symphonies resonate what was entirely used as the European anthem. To Mozart disadvantage his
work produced was during the time period of which there as no recording Industry. The Musical Times:
Mozart and Beethoven. However, perhaps one of the most influential of all composers is Johann Sebastian
Bach. Since its premiere by Franz Clement in the winter of , many aspects of the violin, bow, and performance
have undergone changes. Significantly, it is prudent to note their difference in notation styles. Mozart was able
to produce such a high number of wonderfully crafted creative works because of how nouns he started his
musical career, his father had recognized Mozart uncanny musical abilities and made the unregenerate
decision to transform him to the late 18th century prodigy. The Battles were the new big thing. His Violin
Concerto in D Major has been played by nearly every soloist in the past years and, today, it is one of the major
works in violin repertoire. In light of this, Wallace explains that the music of Beethoven exhibits a lot of
in-depth passion and dynamism in composition as well as performance. Mozart and Beethoven are from the
same origin and they worked in the same musical genres such as classical and romantic thus exemplifying
themselves as very talented musician a as well as prolific composers. What does it mean? In order to better
comprehend the life career of the two artists, it is more logical to situate it in a temporal context. For example,
his third symphony was dedicated to Napoleon but later own, Beethoven deleted his name on the title of the
Symphony after the realization that Napoleon had already declared himself an emperor Pestelli,  As result of
The Battles hard work they obtained a global popularity. Their fathers were their first teachers who firmly
believed that their sons were musical geniuses. Haydn, though believed to be a very good musician, remained
in the shadows of Mozart all his life, and even today, his name is taken as an afterthought, whereas Mozart is
known to all music lovers across the world. Lancaster asserts that the education of these two musical
composers was courted by musicians such as Neefe; a factor which enabled them to demonstrate their musical
talents in areas such as keyboard playing piano and harpsichord. I have had the pleasure of being involved in
music from a young age. The Battles attracted people of all ages due to their rebellious and unique style of
music at the time where as Mozart was only favored by the people that could afford to hear his work.
However, Mozart was radical and was dubbed the Trent Reznor of his lifetime. I think that some of his
documented behavior and statements make it appear as though his extremely talented children were mere
commodities. Beethoven on the other hand Beethoven had the advantage of in paving way for the creation and
invention of pianoforte. What is the difference between Mozart and Haydn? Born in Eisenach, Bach grew up
in a family of musicians ranging from church organist, court chamber musician to composers. In the same
vein, both great musicians had extraordinary pieces of music and performed in different era. Unlike Mozart,
the Battles were worried about what the public would think of them so it was only after achieving a secure
state of popularity that any members were willing to express what might be an arguable opinion and even then
they were careful not to go overboard. Significantly, considering the fact that both of them were creative and
gifted innovators of classical music during the classical and romantic period, both Mozart and Beethoven
share a similar characteristic of being musical genius Pestelli,  If a school seems to have financial trouble, then
music and art programs are the first to get cut. Often, his music would have unclear ending, something that
made his symphonies a bit longer Brown,  The Age of Mozart and Beethoven. For example, the Ode of Joy, a
symphony that was build on the theme of seeds was a concept conceived several years ago Accordingly, it is a
reflection of a long gestation period of composition where Beethoven paid supreme attention to minute details
in a bid to depict that in the music lies strength of idealism Wallace,  Haydn was more religious and virtuous
than Mozart, and there were differences in their values and lifestyles that show up when we try to compare the
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two composers. Essentially, students do not need them to succeed and they are just hobbies.


